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Before we get started…
n Last Time:

n How to solve EOMs once you obtain them
n IVP vs. ODE 

n An IVP has one solution
n An ODE has infinite number of solutions

n Analytical considerations regarding the nature of the response 
n Undamped, underdamped, critically damped, and overdamped

n Today:
n HW Assigned: 2.62, 2.111 (due on Feb. 17)

n For 2.111, assume that the slowing down of the mass is due to friction (the book 
doesn’t indicate the cause of the slowdown…)

n Topics covered: Logarithmic Decrement, Coulomb Friction, Examples for 
1DOF systems
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Logarithmic Decrement
n Concept of “Logarithmic Decrement” comes up only for underdamped systems

n What is the context?
n Logarithmic Decrement used to gauge the value of damping ration z.
n To this end, measure the decrement of successive peak amplitudes.  Log of this 

decrement is denoted by d (the “logarithmic decrement”)
n Then z is computed based on the value of d.

n Measure at two successive peaks or at any times t1 and t2 that are off by td.  Then 
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Logarithmic Decrement  (Cntd)

n Then
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n Nomenclature: d – logarithmic decrement
n When z is small (for instance, small damping coefficient c):

n Otherwise, solve second order equation, take the positive root as z
n NOTE: the same value of z is obtained when considering any two 

consecutive peaks Xm and Xm+1 (doesn’t have to be first and second…)



Logarithmic Decrement  (Cntd)
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n To determine d by measuring peak displacements separated by p cycles:

n Finally,



Example
n Consider a steel spherical shell with 2% damping
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Example, Logarithmic Decrement

n You measure the free response of a system with mass m=500 kg and find
n The amplitude of the 7th cycle is 10% of the first
n Six cycles took 30 seconds to complete

n Derive a mass-spring-damper model of the system
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What Comes Next?

n We just reviewed the process of finding the solution of linear second 
order Initial Value Problems (ODE + ICs).
n Free response, recall no exciting force; i.e., the RHS of ODE is zero.
n Motion solely due to nonzero initial conditions

n Next, look at some models that lead to this type of problems
n Translational mass-spring 
n Simple pendulum 
n Follow up with some more complex systems…
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Mass-Spring System
n Assume mass m in vertical motion, see figure
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n dst – static deflection of spring under weight of mass m
n L – length of spring in undeformed configuration



n Conclusions:

n For translational motion, if elastic forces support a system; i.e., its 
weight, in the static-equilibrium configuration, the gravity forces will 
be canceled out

n This applies also for rotational motion, but the situation becomes 
more hairy there

n Remember the important thing: if in doubt, simply don’t express your 
equation of motion with respect to a static equilibrium configuration.  

n The equation will be more densely populated (you’ll have the weight 
showing out), but in the end, it’s 100% guaranteed to be correct
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Mass-Spring System  (Cntd)



Another Example
n In expressing the equations of motion for the mass, you can either use 

the coordinate y or the coordinate x
n The latter is with respect to the static equilibrium configuration

n Both approaches are good, the x-based one leads to simpler equations
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The Simple Pendulum
n Looks simple yet leads to nonlinear EOM
n Derive EOM
n Linearize EOM 

n What configuration should you linearize about?
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[AT]

Example: Coulomb Damping
n Determine the motion of a block that experiences Coulomb dry friction at 

the interface with the ground.  Friction coefficient assumed to be µ. 
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NOTATION:



Example: Coulomb Damping  (Cntd)

n Coefficients C1, C2, C3, C4 obtained based on initial conditions

n Assume initial conditions are: 

n This leads to motion to left.  C3 and C4 are then found and lead to 

n Remarks:
n Motion valid only kx0 > F (otherwise, the block gets stuck in the initial configuration )
n Expression for x(t) above true only for as long as the velocity does not reach zero 

n At that time, ts1, direction of motion flips, you must flip the solution (will move to the right…)
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n At ts1, motion stops at a displacement 



Example: Coulomb Damping  (Cntd)

n Right after ts1, block moves to right provided it doesn’t get stuck

n If it moves, initial conditions are: 

n This leads to motion to right.  C1 and C2 are then found and lead to 

n Remarks:

n Expression for x(t) above true only for as long as the velocity does not reach zero 

n At that time, ts2, direction of motion flips, you must flip the solution (moving to left again…)
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n At ts2, motion stops at a displacement (amplitude loss of 4F/k):



Example: Coulomb Damping  (Cntd)
~ Concluding Remarks ~

n Note that:
n At the end of each half period, when the block flips direction of motion, you 

have to check if the block feels like moving anymore…
n After r half cycles, motion will continue provided

n Natural frequency of system does not change when Coulomb friction present
n That is, if you have Coulomb friciton, the period of the motion is as though there 

is no friction
n System comes to rest when Coulomb friction, but (theoretically) it takes an 

inifinte amount of time when you have viscous linear damping 
n The amplitude reduces linearly for Coulomb friction, while it reduces 

exponentially for viscous linear damping
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Example: Coulomb Damping   (Cntd.)
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[AO]

Example, Deriving EOM
n Cylinder of radius r rolls without slip.  Mass of each rod is mr=m/4
n Assume small oscillation and ignore the very small rotational effect of the horizontal bar
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n For this system:
n Derive EOM
n Show that the model’s natural 

frequency and damping ratio are


